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Get Creative with the Digital Graffiti Wall India 

Looking for a unique and innovative way to entertain your guests at your next event? Our Graffiti wall is 

a fully interactive digital wall for rent or hire that guests can use to create their own amazing artwork. 

Graffiti Wall India is a state of the art digital graffiti solution designed and developed for the events and 

entertainments industry, using bespoke software to replicate the urban graffiti experience without the 

mess or toxic fumes. 

Our technology-packed graffiti cans allow you to paint directly onto the digital graffiti wall, creating 

your very own works of art, whatever your skill level. You can use one of our fantastic custom stencils 

to make your mark. Special effects give your work the look and feel of real graffiti and each design can 

be saved from the digital graffiti wall, uploaded to social media, emailed, or used to create mementos 

such as T-shirts, mugs or stickers. So let loose your inner Banks and get creating! 

Our digital graffiti wall that uses state-of-the-art digital technology to recreate an authentic graffiti 

experience on a big screen. A modified spray paint can ‘sprays’ infrared light which is tracked by a 

computer vision system, with the digital ‘paint’ appearing wherever the can is sprayed. 

Artwork can be saved, emailed, uploaded to social media or used to create personalized mementos for 

guests such as T-shirts, mugs, stickers or postcards. 

When can I use a digital graffiti wall? 

A digital graffiti wall is a fantastic way of engaging customers at corporate events and promotions, or 

entertaining friends and family at parties. 

 Keep delegates at a conference on your stand for longer 

 Keep guests at a party entertained all evening 

 Give users a T-shirt or bag with their graffiti printed on it as a memento of their experience or a 

reminder of your brand 

Be Experiential 

Make your event a true experience with a digital graffiti wall. Create your masterpiece with a digital 

spray can that looks, feels and shakes like the real thing, while drip effect ‘paint’ mimics the look of real 

graffiti. 
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Full customization 

We can customize the entire digital graffiti wall interface graphics and background to match your 

specific event. Examples might be adding a name or logo, specific colors to the paint palette or a wall or 

fence background for that authentic graffiti feel. 

 

Stencils 

Stencils provide a fun and easy way to get people creating on the digital 

graffiti wall. Let us work with you to produce event-specific stencils such as 

logos, product images…or anything you can imagine! 

 

 

Outlines 

Outlines for the digital graffiti wall provide an easy and popular alternative to 

free hand drawing and are very popular with those people less convinced in 

their artistic ability. We can provide simple shapes or more complex multi-form pieces with sections that 

can be individually worked on. 

Stamps 

Stamps are a great way of adding fun clip art to your creations. Like Stencils the stamps can be 

positioned anywhere on the screen, scaled and rotated to fit perfectly in any image. 

 

 

 

 

http://www.spraypaintwall.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/09/fullscreenoutline.jpg
http://www.spraypaintwall.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/09/fullscreenoutline.jpg
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Be Social 

Each piece of artwork created on the digital graffiti wall can be saved, emailed to guests, and uploaded 

to Facebook, Twitter, Flicker, and YouTube etc. Make an event part of your social media campaign by 

uploading pictures to your Facebook page during the event – and getting guests to like your page at the 

same time. 

 

 

Facebook 

Facebook is an effective way of engaging with customers and friends. Users can share 

their creations from the Graffiti wall India directly to their profile, or let our friendly 

ushers load pictures directly onto your page. 

 

Twitter 

Tweet your fabulous creations directly from the Graffiti wall India, with the images 

appearing directly on your twitter feed. With the ability to add hash tags to the images 

your event could build up a trend in no time. 

 

YouTube 

Yes, it’s even possible to add a video of your guests creating their artwork! Our 

fantastic bespoke software captures every movement that is made on the wall and can 

instantly be uploaded to a YouTube channel. 

 

 

Web Gallery 

We can add your photos to a Facebook album, photo bucket album or Flickr on site or 

after the event. 

 

 

http://facebook.com/spraypaintwall
http://facebook.com/spraypaintwall
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Be Creative 

Give each of your guests their own personal souvenir of the event with their artwork printed onto a T-

shirt, mug, cap, badge poster or stickers. Created and printed by our Graffiti wall India ushers on the 

spot, remind everyone of the great time they had at your event.We offer dozens of creative features to 

get the most out of the Graffiti Wall. We also offer bespoke solutions to allow you to customise 

personalised mementos for your guests. 

 

T-shirt Printing 

The digital graffiti wall is a blank canvas for your guests to let their creative 

juices flow. Our graffiti wall team can print out each piece of artwork and press it 

directly on to a T-shirt. All of our T-shirts are made from top quality 100% cotton 

fabric and come in a range of sizes for both male and female customers. 

 Mugs 

Mugs are great! Everyone loves a cuppa’ from time to time. Why not design your 

own using the our digital graffiti wall? Artwork from the wall can be directly 

printed on to high quality ceramic mugs – perfect for the office! 

   

 

Print Outs 

Designs can be printed instantly from the wall onto premium photo paper using 

super-fast sub dye printing. These prints can then be taken home by your guests 

as a fun souvenir of your event. 

  

Stickers 

Everyone loves stickers, especially when they’ve created their own design! 

Stickers are another great way of creating instant memories and work 

especially well at parties, weddings and Bar Mitzvahs. 

  

 

 

http://www.spraypaintwall.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/09/Digital-Graffiti-Wall-Printers.jpg
http://www.spraypaintwall.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/09/Digital-Graffiti-Wall-Printers.jpg
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Technical Specifications: 

 

 Operators Required : 2Nos 

 Display Image: Depends on the rear projection AV Screen and projector  

 Minimum display area recommended is 8 ft x 6ft  

 Maximum user interaction distance from the screen should be 1 ft. 

 Environment should be indoor wind free with no direct sunlight 

 Unit dimensions: Sleek setup with IR Spray cans, IR Camera as per the above Image integrated 

with computer PC and projector. 

 Green calumet screen of Approx size 8 ft x 12ft, with green screen lights, Digital Camera and 

Photo Printer (Optional). 

 Video mapping the similar activity on any geographical object is at your end by a professional 

VJ (Optional) 

 All Printings on Mugs, T shirts, Stickers and photos will be optional and may not be printed at 

the event venue, kindly check with us for considerations (Optional).  

 Gross Weight: Approximately:  30-50 kgs  

 Power requirements: Operating voltage is 180-250 V, max 16 A 

 Power consumption: 1 kW 

 

Requirement (at clients end):  

 

 The Rear Projection AV screen with the complete framework as described in the reference 

pictures with complete black masking on top, back and sides for the size of 10ft wide x 8ft 

height x 8 ft depth. 

  2 Tables and chairs or a proper console for the operations. 

 Sound system to build excitement. 

 If any customized stencils, stamps or activity integration to the social media has to be notified in 

writing within 15 days from the date of event.  

 All necessary /contents/ Logos/ overlays have to be provided 15 days prior to the event date in 

the required resolutions and formats. 

 All architectural design and masking at clients end. 
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